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Superflex curriculum pdf full game pc
Games range from simple to more complex, using one or more decks. Included is a game to play with each deck (and more games are available online), but the product was really created to be super-uper flexible, with uses limited only by your imagination and your own superflexible thinking. Get set for school is a flexible, play-based curriculum that
offers a full pre-writing program and materials that build critical skills like early math and literacy. Our music room is fully equipped with: Guitars Banjo Mandolin Ukulele Orchestral Strings Drum Set Latin percussion Orff instruments Piano Synthesizer Clarinet Saxophone Flute Trombone Trumpet Professional Sound and Lighting Equipment. Many
of the following games are free to play and easy to use.The Classic GameThe classic game of solitaire that used to be played with a deck of cards can now be downloaded for Windows 10 on your computer and accessed by email. Time should be taken to watch each clip prior to showing it to the child to ensure there are no inappropriate topics or
jokes. Apologizing Video ModelsBasic Conversation skills: Supportive Comments, Asking Questions, Adding our thoughtsBody LanguageBlurting (When the thinking bubble pops) Video ModelsIncredibles: scene 10The Lorax - 20:10 (Interrupting)Parenthood (season 4, episode 1): within first 5 minutesComplimenting & Accepting a Compliment Video
ModelsCompetitiveness (Defeater of Fun) Video ModelsDealing With Loss Video ModelsEncouraging Others Video ModelsExpectationsEye contact Videos:The Suite Life of Zack and Cody - S02E04 - Heck's Kitchen: Good episode to show eye contact in different situations (sitting next to each other, behind each other, etc) Behavior Video
ModelsFlexible Thinking (Rock Brain) Video ModelsFigurative Language/Idioms Video ModelsParenthood (season 4 ,episode 2): within last 30 minutesParenthood (season 4, episode 3): within first 5 minutesGratitude Video ModelsParenthood (season 4 ,episode 2): within last 30 minutesGreetings Video ModelsHumor/Joking (WasFunnyOnce) Video
ModelsImpulse Control Video ModelsLying Video ModelsManners Video ModelsMean Jean Video ModelsDiary of a Wimpy Kid-Dog Days – pool scene where the girl asks the lifeguard a questionWe Bare Bears: Great clip that has 4+ unthinkables: rock brain, worry wall, mean jean, and topic twistermeister: Video ModelsOne Sided Sid Video
ModelsPersonal Space (Space Invader) Video ModelsPerspective Taking Video ModelsPredicting Video ModelsWallace and Gromit: A Close ShaveWallace and Gromit: The Wrong TrousersThe Princess Bride-especially the scene where the Dread Pirate Roberts faces off with Vizzini the Sicilian over whose cup has the poison. Several iMac workstations
which run current, industry-standard software for remixing, recording, composing, and film scoring. By addressing underlying deficits in emotional and sensory regulation, executive functioning, and social cognition, the framework is designed to help move students toward independent regulation. The Zones of Regulation incorporates Social
Thinking® concepts and numerous visuals to teach students to identify their feelings/level of alertness, understand how their behaviour impacts those around them, and learn what tools they can use to manage their feelings and states. The Handwriting Without Tears®curriculum draws from years of innovation and research to provide
developmentally appropriate, multisensory strategies for early writing. The Science of Making Friends. Once you start tuning in to the idea of video modeling while watching shows and movies, you will notice that one episode or movie can be used as a teaching tool for many skills.Therapy OPS word of Caution: Use caution when using some of these
clips, as not all are appropriate for every age/maturity level. A timer keeps track of the time elapsed as you compete with yourself.FreecellIn this solitaire variation, the player uses four cells to move cards around the virtual board. Some programs store the progress and scores for you to keep up with your plays. The games and activities provided
prompt players to think about the powers of the characters, brainstorm which Unthinkable might appear in a situation, match strategies to characters, or Thinkables and Unthinkables, and use their social thinking in other superflexible ways. Play continues with the remaining cards, and the goal of reaching 13 each time in order to continue. Contents
4 card decks, each with: 52 cards, an Instruction Sheet, Answer sheet, and game/activity to play with the deck. A full mobile lab of Chromebooks is in use for all students. While there are videos out there for purchase, we have always preferred using our own video collection. Alert Program Through the Alert Program®, students learn about selfregulation – so things, like rising and shining, staying alert for learning at school, and winding down to go to bed, come more easily. Pyramid is a fun and entertaining card game, and a great way to pass the time.TripeaksIn the game of Tripeaks, cards are selected in a sequence going up or down to accumulate points. Unthinkables deck: cards have
character image and name (no powers); multiples of each of 14 characters Thinkables deck: cards have character image and name (no powers); multiples of each of 14 characters, plus Superflex cards Situations deck Strategy deck Superflex and brain sensor cards included too! Power Pals/Five-Step Power Plan laminated reference guide: 4 copies
Five-Step Power Plan laminated reference guide: template and completed example, 4 copies Unthinkables & Thinkables laminated reference guide: 4 copies Information & General Instructions booklet Ages and Players Ages: 8 – 11 Players: 2+ We use Mediated Learning Programs (Bright Start, FIE, LPAD) and their Cognitive Education technique
throughout the school. While the games are free, most have ads that pop up during play.PyramidPyramid is another free option. In addition, we have a comprehensive modern music performance program where students participate both on stage and behind the scenes. It includes three programs designed to prepare children for school: Readiness &
Writing, Language & Literacy, and Numbers & Math. For instance: Create games such as “Go Fish” with the cards to use with your students Use the Thinkables cards to say “good job” when an Unthinkable has been defeated Use an Unthinkable card as a visual reminder for a student to use his/her strategies when the clever, sneaky character is
invading a student’s brain Pick an Unthinkable or Thinkable and have students use their Social Detective skills to play a version of “I Spy…” and look for that character showing up in themselves or others in the group, the classroom, or the school The Superdecks are not an introduction to Superflex, and should only be used with students who are
already familiar with the concept of being a Social Detective (introduced in the book, You Are a Social Detective), and are either working through or have completed the Superflex Curriculum. We offer all the standard music curriculum activities such as basic music literacy, competency and history. We use Smartboard technology. Mind-Up Mind-Up is
a classroom-based social and emotional learning program (SEL) designed to enhance self-awareness, social awareness, attention, self-regulation, problem-solving, and pro-social behaviour (helping, sharing, and cooperating). MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Video modeling is an integral part of Therapy OPS's social skills groups. Ideal and
alternative seating (OT and PT) having a student in the ideal size table and chair or in the ideal alternative seating gives the student greater ability to focus on the academic task Students availability to learn improving a student’s spinal stability increases their ability to learn as they are not having to spend as much energy on keeping themselves
upright Individualized treatment students are assessed in order to design an individualized treatment plan to address a student’s specific needs Classroom Programs: Coding Reading Math Info-Tech Wonder Workshop’s Dot and Dash LIPS program Jump Math Mavis Beacon Typing Code.org Reading Milestones Addison Wesley Keyboarding without
Tears Dremel 3D Printer Technology Open Court Reading Math Makes Sense Keyhero.com No Glamour Grammar Math game literacy units Typing.com Pre-Kindergarten Programme Math Links Paint.net Words Their Way Touch Math Adobe premiere elements 15 Explode the Code Adobe Photoshop elements 15 Novel Units ARC BC Alternative
Formats Kurzweil Braille SET-BC Accessible Books Adaptive Books iPad communication programs PECS PRCVI Materials Reading 44 Socials Science Drama Art World History Text BC Science Connections iMac editing software Drawing on the Left-Hand Crossroads Khan Academy Garage Band Side of the Brain Horizons Glencoe Biology Discovering
Art History Counterpoints BC Chem Exploring Visual Design Our Canada Earth Science Visions and Voices Career Education The City by British Columbia Securities Commission (for financial planning skills) WorkSafeBC WorkBC’s Career Blueprint Builder Employment Standards Branch of BC Multiple tours to College and University campuses Music
Here at the Greater Heights Learning Academy, our music program is tailor-made to fit the needs of our students. Physical Therapy Programs: Bite Blocks is a way PT supports SLP with students speech development is a set of 6 bite blocks designed to improve jaw strength at each jaw height position as a component of developing jaw stability,
dissociation and grading. Early learning and Pre-K. We try to choose age appropriate TV shows and videos that the participants enjoy and are motivated by. Zones of Regulation The Zones is a systematic, cognitive behavioural approach used to teach self-regulation by categorizing all the different ways we feel and states of alertness we experience
into four concrete coloured zones. The Zones framework provides strategies to teach students to become more aware of and independent in controlling their emotions and impulses, manage their sensory needs, and improve their ability to problem solve conflicts. Superflex Superdecks are card games created to invoke your own superflexible thinking
as you teach students to be more superflexible social thinkers. Eventually all the cards are cleared and the game ends. It’s part of the Microsoft software collection, and is one of the free solitaire games for PCs. The game is played using eight columns of cards lined in a row on the computer screen. The player aims to get rid of the cards in the
quickest way with the fewest moves. Mind-Up was created to help children understand the ways their minds work and how their thoughts and feelings affect their behaviour. Multisensory teaching that addresses all learning styles. It is one on the most effective ways of teaching social skills and other positive behaviors for individuals on the Autism
spectrum. The programs that are downloaded on your computer are usually available to play on tablets and smartphones, too. On some PCs this game is also called Klondike.SpiderSpider is a variation of the traditional solitaire. Based on UCLA’s acclaimed PEER’s program, offering tools to parents and educators need to become “social coaches” to
the teens and young adults in their lives. The Mind-Up curriculum is informed by the latest scientific research in the fields of cognitive neuroscience, social-emotional learning, and positive psychology. The videos often show an example of the "expected" and "unexpected" behaviors, to which we then pause and discuss with the group.It is our goal to
have several examples for each topic listed below; however this might take some time. The popular solitaire card game has been around for years, and can be downloaded and played on personal computers. It’s all about superflexibility! The game pack is a companion teaching tool to the popular Superflex Curriculum, which helps parents and
professionals teach children ages 8 – 11 about social thinking, social regulation, and social problem solving. In addition, we may use a selection of the following programs tailored and best suited to our students’ needs. This is especially true for The Big Bang Theory. The unique physical approach builds good writing habits Double lines that control
children’s letter size, spacing, and placement. This game and other solitaire variations are easily played by all ages. Research has shown that students who participate in SEL programs, like Mind-Up, enhance their overall learning potential, improve their classroom behaviour, and increase their academic success. There are numerous variations of
solitaire that are usually played by one individual. Through a series of simple lessons, students learn strategies to calm their minds and focus their attention. Size (Glassman) Video ModelsSmall Talk Video Models:Talking Too much/Too Little:Topic Maintenance (Topic Twistermeister):Turn taking Video ModelsIncredibles-scene 17 (conversational
turns), 20-24 (take turns using the remote)Tone of Voice Video ModelsSelf-Advocacy Video ModelsParenthood (season 4, episode 3): within last 5 minutes (Max decides he's going to run for student counsel so he can try to get what he wants at school)Siblings Video ModelsParenthood (season 4, episode 1): within first 10 minutesThe Social Fake Video
ModelsThe Social Filter Video ModelsUncomfortable thoughts Video Models
Parenthood (season 4 ,episode 3): 15:45Big Bang Theory: Sheldon is trying to train Penny Bang Theory: talking about religion and talking about Howard's clothes (Raj swears at 3:04 when he's over-reacting) of a Wimpy Kid-Dog Dayslast day of school scene-Greg has to
share a textbook with another studentFirst morning of Summer break scene-Greg’s dad has uncomfortable thoughts about Greg expected behaviorCar trip to the shore sceneScene at the lake house where they play “I love you because”Whole body listening Video ModelsIncredibles- Scene 5, Scene 7Working Together Video ModelsHalloween
VideosThe videos used on this page are meant for educational purposes only. We have a trainer in Non-Violent Crisis Intervention, and most of our staff are trained in this technique. We write original music, produce recordings, and participate in a number of live performances. You basically play against yourself, with the computer as the dealer. This
digital version of the card game handles the shuffling and dealing of the cards for you. Mind-Up also focuses on positive human qualities, such as happiness, optimism, and kindness. An approach to helping socially challenged teens and young adults make and keep friends. The game uses two cards coupled together and adding up to 13 that are
removed from the deck (like a six and a seven or an eight and a five). The program follows the research on how children learn best and include materials that address all styles of learning: Developmentally appropriate lessons that promote quick success. Keyboarding: Keyboarding Without Tears is a web-based curriculum for grades K–5 that teaches
typing, general computer readiness, digital citizenship, and online test prep. This, in turn, supports the development of standard co-articulation of all speech sounds. Unique Letter Order Innovative letter order that promotes easy learning. This way, you can take your games with you when you’re away from your computer. Students receive instruction
in all aspects of music as art, business, and social and historical phenomenon according to their interests and abilities. Counselling Services: Taming the Worry Dragons – BC Children’s Hospital Program Friends for Life- Dr. Paual Barrett, Brisbane, Australia Bowenian Family Systems Eye Movement and Reprocessing E.M.D.R – Shapiro Thought Field
Therapy Mind UPtm Program – Goldie Hawn Foundation The Circle Concept: Social Competence in Special Education – “The Circles Program” Creative Problem Solving-Herman Moral Intelligence by Michelle Borba Social Story Books Roots of Empathy DUSO (Developing Understanding of Self and Others) Speech-Language Pathology Services:
Speech and Articulation (including phonological disorders and apraxia of speech) Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) — including experience with high-tech communication apps such as LAMP, Proloquo2Go, TouchChat, Speak for Yourself Literacy support (phonological awareness, decoding, and reading comprehension)
Expressive/Receptive Language Social/Pragmatic Language Functional/Life Skills/Community support Programs/Resources Commonly Used: Zones of Regulation ALERT model Social Thinking programs, including Superflex Social Thinking Curriculum Spotlight On for reading comprehension, vocabulary, and social language Story Grammar Marker
for oral language narrative development AAC: PECS, Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display (PODD) communication books, board maker, core vocabulary- word of the week lessons Occupational Therapy Programs Learning Without Tears® Programs Get Set for School. Handwriting Without Tears: K – 5.
Journey deeper into the world of Chicago’s most dangerous, alluring crime family in this incendiary installment of the Shadow Riders series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan. Shadow Rider Elie Archambault has been called many things: domineering, brash, loyal, but most of all fast.And there’s nothing faster than choosing
to marry a woman … 写真には色々な見方、撮り方があるが、ここでは ファインアート、芸術的観点で説明する。 一人一人感じ方が異なるが、素晴らしい芸術写真は感動を与えてくれる、心を揺り動かされる、深く思い巡らわされる、作者の思いが伝わってくる。 Symposia. ITMAT symposia enlist outstanding speakers from the US and abroad to address topics of direct
relevance to translational science. Read more
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